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S U R PA S S I N G T H E C H A L L E N G E S O F LO C A L M A R K E T S E N T R Y O N A G LO B A L S C A L E
Tackling new countries or territories involves more than simply setting
up an e-commerce presence and shipping products. Customer
expectation and behavior differs per region and localizing sites means
much more than language adaption. Country-specific sites with relevant
content must be configured and managed at a cost-effective level.
Product and catalogue data must be managed according to local market
requirements. Operational processes and business models may vary per
country and merchants need a platform with high capabilities of
organization management. Therefore, Web Content Management,
Product Information Management and Organization Management are
key components for successful international commerce. Yet, there is
much more. Merchants also need to take into account local payment
and taxation conditions as well as language and shipping requirements.
Customers will expect a variety of payment solutions and will want
to pay in their local market currency. Shipping rules must include
exceptions such as surcharges or local restrictions and multiple
calculation varieties. If your platform does not allow you to select a
target region and begin selling in the corresponding languages and
currencies while complying with national tax regimes and payment
preferences, then you could find moving into an international market a
costly, unwieldy and complex task.

Such complexities and variety of conditions can create a myriad of
challenges for the business processes behind the commerce platform.
Implementing a sales strategy to embark on a successful global
multi-channel venture requires fast adaption to local or channel specific
conditions. That means having a highly configurable commerce
platform in place that supports complex localization
requirements and allows business users to easily
manage international commerce.

Rollout of new tochpoints, countries, brands fast and with low risk – no IT involvment, no cutomization, just configuration
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I N T E R S H O P ’ S S O LU T I O N
The Intershop Commerce Suite addresses these challenges and comes
with state-of-the-art internationalization and localization capabilities
that allow business users fast and easy setup, rollout to new regions,
countries, brands, touchpoints and customer segments without IT
involvement.
Intershop’s Multi-Touchpoint Management is the underlying
framework that enables organizations to set up touchpoints, manage
touchpoints and region-specific channels centrally and shares master
catalogs, content and services. The configuration and import of price
lists, localized texts, images and other static contents are easily made
possible. The configuration of shipping and payment options includes
shipping methods and rules, freight classes and payment services are
also implemented through this management scope. Departments and
users of organizational access privileges and memberships can be set
up centrally in the Commerce Management application to ensure
consistency across all regions. At regional level, business users have the
ability to define regional settings such as time zone and default units
of mass and length. They can also configure default languages and
currencies.

Intershop Commerce Suite – a global multi touchpoint platform
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I N T E R S H O P ’ S S O LU T I O N
All services that have been integrated into Intershop’s commerce
platform are visible in the backend and can be chosen by a single click
via Intershop’s Enterprise Services Framework. Business users can
configure and manage the payment service they want to use within
a specific region or for a specific touchpoint.
With Intershop’s Web Content Management, business users can
browse and manage the online business from an end-user perspective.
They can easily drag-and-drop content into placeholders. Promotions,
customer segments, A/B tests are quickly assigned to the content and
business users are enabled to change every part of nearly all online
pages.
Intershop’s Product Information Management allows businesses
to share global catalogs and to create local catalogs. Depending on
different regional needs catalog categories and products can be
assigned and restricted. General product attributes such as name, ID,
description, image view, warranty, gift wrap availability or labels,
online availability and stock information can be localized easily.
The entire online business processes including registration, Cart &
Checkout can be adapted to specific regional needs. Expiration time
of shopping cart, settings for product quantities, cart features (saving
as PDF or sending as e-mail), checkout acceleration, display of taxes
and desired shipping date are configurable.

Business user localizes content components by using Intershop Commerce Management backoffice.
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I N T E R S H O P ’ S S O LU T I O N
An e-commerce platform is never a stand-alone solution
and in international commerce the capability for
integration and extension with other systems and
services is even more crucial. Intershop’s Synaptic
Commerce API enables merchants to customize and
extend any system landscape with minimal effort.
Service integration APIs allow easy integration of any
third party system or service and a set of flexible RESTful
APIs ensure unrestricted management and control of
data exchange.

Synaptic Commerce Landscape
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K E Y F E AT U R E S
KEY BENEFITS
[[ Multi-Touchpoint Framework for setup and rollout of

touchpoints and channels
[[ Organization Management to administer organization

departments, user roles and access privileges
[[ Enterprise Service Configuration for easy configuration and

management of services
[[ Web Content Management for region-specific brand and

customer experience
[[ Product Information Management for country-specific

catalogs und localized product offering
[[ Cart & Checkout adapted to regional needs and customer

demands
[[ Synaptic Commerce API for customized system landscape

and international commerce business
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[[ Short time-to-market and fast
rollout of international business
[[ Cost efficient touchpoint and
channel management
[[ Business growth and global brand
awareness
[[ Revenue increase through global
product offering
[[ Customer loyalty through localized
and personalized services and
shopping experience

Intershop is the leading independent provider of
omni-channel commerce solutions.
Intershop solutions unleash your business by inspiring concepts, cuttingedge technology and the expertise grown over 20 years in e-commerce.
Since 1992, Intershop has supported the international growth of
e-commerce. Our flexible and scalable e-commerce solutions enable
companies worldwide to consolidate their multi-touchpoint operations
on a single platform.

Intershop provides a variety of services beyond software and consulting
that enable its clients to leverage the full potential of multi-touchpoint
commerce.
For more information visit www.intershop.com.
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